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S POT T H O M E FA R M ,
EAST LOTHIAN
Residential properties
Potential development sites
Mixed arable, grassland and woodland
About 898 acres in all
Location: East Lothian
Type:
Principal home, farmland, sporting
Services: Consultancy, residential and farm sales

KET CONTACTS:

Nick Ainscough MRICS FAAV
Farm Agent
Direct: 0131 624 4200 | Mobile: 07738 079 261
nick.ainscough@rettie.co.uk

Andrew Smith MRICS
Director of Country House Sales
Direct: 0131 624 9087 | Mobile: 07702 317 276
andrew.smith@rettie.co.uk

Our strategic approach to this high-profile, high-value sale removed
the barriers that had been stalling it for five years. The property
and land were divided into multiple lots, designed to attract strong
interest from a variety of buyers. This led to a series of rapid private
and public sales that generated a result that delighted our client.

“The team at Rettie & Co. listened to our wishes
carefully and gave straightforward advice on
how to maximise the value of our property.
This strategy resulted in a highly satisfactory
outcome despite the complexity of a sale in
multiple lots. I would happily recommend Rettie
& Co. to anyone considering a sale that involves
land as their overall experience in the market
place gives sellers a competitive advantage.”
Lars Foghsgaard
Spott Estate

STRATEGIC MARKETING OF THE RESIDENTIAL AND AGRICULTURAL
ASSETS IN MULTIPLE LOTS UNLOCKED VALUE FROM A SALE THAT

HAD STALLED FOR FIVE YEARS PRIOR TO RETTIE & CO.’S INVOLVEMENT.
TH E SA LE

R E SU LTS

Spott Estate included a fully restored baronial mansion house with
25 acres of policies; a further six residential properties and three
potential development sites; about 506 acres of farmland and
woodland; traditional and modern farm buildings; and the 367-acre
Brunt Glen, which formed the heart of the estate shoot.

The private sales of Spott House and the Brunt Glen were completed
in early 2016 before the public marketing of Spott Home Farm, which
began in May of the same year.

C H A LLE N G E
In the five years prior to Rettie & Co.’s involvement, two other
national agents had marketed the estate both publicly and privately,
selling off parcels of land; however, the core properties and much of
the land remained unsold, despite the sale making headlines thanks
to its record asking price.

A PPROAC H
Our market knowledge indicated that finding a buyer for the principal
house was the key to moving the sale forward and that dividing the
rest of the assets into a selection of relatively affordable lots was the
best way to maximise the overall sale price.

All seven Spott Home Farm lots were sold within an agreed timescale
to a variety of institutional, residential and farming buyers.

B E N E FITS
As shown by the success of the individual sales, our strategic
approach generated interest in all of the different farm and estate
elements. Our knowledge of the private buyers in the market
unlocked the sale of the main assets and our targeted public
marketing delivered maximum returns from the farmland and
properties. Careful negotiations meant that tenancy issues were
handled sympathetically and to the satisfaction of all involved.

To implement this strategy, we started with the private sales of the
Brunt Glen and then Spott House and surrounding policies. Both
were promoted privately to a number of high-net-worth buyers who
were given the option to buy additional land and properties as they
required.
The remaining farmland, woodland, cottages, buildings and
development sites were packaged into seven affordable lots and
marketed publicly as Spott Home Farm. These lots were carefully
thought through to offer something for everyone in the market.
For example, properties with development potential were packaged
separately to attract a premium.
Three farm cottages with sitting tenants were sold later, after the
tenants had been given the opportunity to buy.
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